
VIRTUAL EVENT

EXPLORE THE FUTURE OF WORK
AND THE WORKPLACE 

Sponsored by Supported by

TUESDAY 12TH OCTOBER |  9:00 - 12:45 CDT 

WEDNESDAY 13TH OCTOBER |  9:00 - 12:45 CDT 



A NEW WORLD OF WORK: CHALLENGES & EMERGING TRENDS

THE FUTURE WORKPLACE ECOSYSTEM: PURPOSE & PLACE

DAY ONE | TUESDAY 12TH OCTOBERKEY SPEAKERS 

9:00 – 12:45 CDT | 10:00 - 13:45 EDT 

TUESDAY 12TH - WEDNESDAY 13TH OCTOBER

THE NEW WORLD OF WORK: CHALLENGES & EMERGING TRENDS

Speaker to be announced

The fate of cities has been thrown into question in light of the global pandemic as the way we work, live and interact with physical space has
changed. This session will explore the role of the city in the new world of work, examining the unique challenges and opportunities for the city
of Chicago and addressing key considerations for future urban environments such as sustainability, transportation social equity and
engagement, mental health, collaboration and more.

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy & Research Professor, RCA

The WORKTECH conference and WORKTECH Academy were both founded on the principle that a harmony of people, place and, above all,
technology should form the basis for how organisations plan the future of work. Amid the global pandemic, this vision has swum into focus as
companies have pivoted to a new model with remote working and a virtual, cloud-based infrastructure at its core. In this session, WORKTECH
Academy Director, Jeremy Myerson discusses how marginal ideas have gone mainstream and examines what happens next – sharing the latest
insights from a new global trends report.

@WORKTECHEVENTS     #WORKTECH

Dr Sanjay Rishi, Americas CEO, Work Dynamics, JLL / Ben Breslau, Chief Research Officer Americas, JLL / Peter Miscovich, Managing Director,

Strategy + Innovation, JLL / Stefanie Spurlin, Managing Vice President, Capital One

As the shift to hybrid work marches inexorably forward, corporate leaders are being faced with unprecedented challenges in navigating “The
Future of Work’ to balance evolving Hybrid Work needs while enhancing the value that the physical workplace that will deliver for the long-term.
Organizations must learn how to develop innovative workplace strategies and how to implement hybrid workplace solutions and how to
allocate capital for the workplace of the future. In this discussion, JLL leaders Dr. Sanjay Rishi, Benjamin Breslau, Peter Miscovich together
Capital One CRE Executive Stefanie Spurlin will share insights from “The Workplace You Need Now” – the new Book publication which delivers
an actionable framework for business leaders to plan, invest in, and create the personal, responsible and experiential workplaces of the future. 

CHAIRPERSON'S WELCOME9:00 CDT

INNOVATION PLATFORM: SESSION TO BE ANNOUNCED

FUTURE CITIES: URBAN LIFE & INNOVATION IN A POST-COVID WORLD

THE FORCES SHAPING THE FUTURE OF WORK: GLOBAL TRENDS

CONFERENCE CLOSE

11:30 CDT

11:40 CDT 

12:40 CDT

12:45 CDT

9:35 CDT

9:10 CDT

11:00 CDT 

10:05 CDT

EXPERT PANEL: CHICAGO'S FUTURE CORPORATE REAL ESTATE LANDSCAPE

CHAIRPERSON'S CLOSING REMARKS
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AGENDA PREVIEW
DAY ONE | TUESDAY 12TH OCTOBER

MARY E. BILBREY
GLOBAL CHIEF HUMAN

RESOURCES OFFICER, JLL

THE WORKPLACE YOU NEED NOW: SHAPING SPACES FOR THE FUTURE OF WORK10:20 CDT

Philip Ross, Founder & CEO, Cordless Group and UNWORK / Haley Van Wagen, Manager, CRE Workplace Strategy, EY / Additional speakers to be

announced

As we look to the future, office and real estate strategies will continue to act as a tool to support existing employees and attract new ones. In
this discussion we will address the key considerations corporate leaders must examine when evaluating long and short-term business decisions
that will shape the future of work. Local experts will offer different perspectives on the challenges and opportunities they face as they adapt
their corporate real estate strategies and footprint for a more agile, flexible and employee-centric future.

There are limited opportunities within the agenda for commercial partners to deliver relevant thought-leadership messages to our unique
audience of senior workplace professionals. Please contact partnerships@unwired.eu.com for more information on being involved.

Speakers to be announced

In this session, local experts will share insights on key developments and future destinations that are shaping the future of work-life in the
region - encompassing office, retail, residential and beyond.

RE-IMAGINING REAL ESTATE: SHAPING THE FUTURE OF WORK & CIVIC LIFE IN CHICAGO11:55 CDT

Speaker to be announced

CASE STUDY: WORKPLACE INNOVATION12:15 CDTThere are limited opportunities within the agenda for commercial partners to deliver relevant
thought-leadership messages to our audience of senior workplace professionals. Please contact
partnerships@unwired.eu.com for more information on being involved

GET INVOLVED AT WORKTECH21 CHICAGO



THE NEW FRONTIER OF TECH INNOVATION 

DAY TWO | WEDNESDAY 13TH OCTOBER

HYBRID WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE: A NEW REALITY 

9:00 – 12:45 CDT | 10:00 - 13:45 EDT 

TUESDAY 12TH - WEDNESDAY 13TH OCTOBER

@WORKTECHEVENTS     #WORKTECH

AGENDA PREVIEW
DAY TWO | WEDNESDAY 13TH OCTOBER

CHAIRPERSON'S WELCOME9:00 CDT

EXPERT PANEL: THE APP-CENTRIC WORKPLACE

CONFERENCE CLOSE

CHAIRPERSON'S CLOSING REMARKS

10:35 CDT

12:35 CDT

12:45 CDT

9:40 CDT 

CASE STUDY: BUILDING THE HYBRID WORKPLACE

Sponsored  by Envoy / Speakers to be announced

Hybrid work is a drastic departure from the traditional work model. To adopt a hybrid work model, you need the right
people, processes, and technology. Employees are now in the driving seat - they have proven they can work remotely and
many are not constrained by geographical location when seeking an employer. If workplace leaders don’t manage this
transition well and provide the flexibility employees want, they will seek work somewhere else. This in-depth discussion
will share one organization's journey to hybrid working, sharing key tools and best practice for pivoting to this new model
with flexibility and employee experience at the core.

Renee Tordjeman, Workplace Innovation Consultant, UnWork / Additional panellists to be announced

How can workplace apps create a more personal user experience? What benefits do they bring for organisations and
individuals? The corporate office has been relatively slow to see the potential of an app for employees, but this is all about
to change as apps are integrated into the corporate workplace at a growing rate. In this panel, industry experts will
explore how an app-centric, mobile-first approach can transform connectivity and collaboration and enhance the
employee experience.

There are limited opportunities within the agenda for commercial partners to deliver relevant
thought-leadership messages to our audience of senior workplace professionals. Please contact
partnerships@unwired.eu.com for more information on being involved

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT: TECH TALENT, ENTREPRENEURSHIP & GROWTH IN CHICAGO9:10 CDT

10:20 CDT

#PEOPLE #PLACE #TECHNOLOGY 

GET INVOLVED AT WORKTECH21 CHICAGO

Mara Hauser, Founder & CEO, 25N Coworking  / Additional speakers to be announced

Chicago has proven to be a unique and prosperous city for tech entrepreneurship and the innovation economy. This
discussion brings local experts together to explore some of the key drivers and enablers for successful growth within the
industry - from leading local incubators to government infrastructure and economic development initatives. 

SESSION TO BE ANNOUNCED10:00 CDT

There are limited opportunities within the agenda for commercial partners to deliver relevant thought-leadership
messages to our unique audience of senior workplace professionals. Please contact partnerships@unwired.eu.com for
more information on being involved.

SESSION TO BE ANNOUNCED11:05 CDT

There are limited opportunities within the agenda for commercial partners to deliver relevant thought-leadership
messages to our unique audience of senior workplace professionals. Please contact partnerships@unwired.eu.com for
more information on being involved.

11:35 CDT

11:55 CDT HYBRID: WHERE ARE WE NOW?

Ed Nolan, Managing Director, Workplace Strategy, JLL / Mary Bilbrey, Global Chief Human Resources Officer, JLL / Michael

Levine, EVP, Digital Product & Portfolio Marketing, JLL / Additional speakers to be abbounced

The divide between collaborating in-person versus digitally is shrinking every day. Enterprise cultures are changing, and
their leaders are devoting significant energy to the future workflows that will be enable their business strategies.In this
panel discussion, JLL’s Mary Bilbrey and Michael Levine will share their unique HR and Tech perspectives of hybrid as it
stands today.

The New World of Work: Challenges & Emerging
Trends
 
The pandemic has been a catalyst of re-shaping and re-
thinking a new world of work. We examine what’s on the
horizon for the future of work, looking at how business
leaders should respond and what they should prioritise in
the months ahead We will explore essential insights to help
you navigate today’s challenges and start to prepare for the
future.

The Future Workplace Ecosystem: Purpose & Place
 
How can companies make the office an attractive
proposition to employees who now have more choice in
where and how they work? We discuss the post pandemic
impact on work, space, buildings and the effects on
employee and company productivity, well-being,
behaviour and culture.

CONFERENCE THEMES

Hybrid Workplace Experience:  A New Reality
 
How we engage with technology, space and each other is
changing. Companies are accelerating plans to invest in
new technology and environments. We explore what the
post pandemic hybrid workplace experience will look like
in 2021 and beyond.


